Canonical List of Greg Burgess Quirks
1. Hates puppet to human interaction; or CGI
character to human interaction.
2. Hates Jar Jar Binks, although he’s never
seen Star Wars: The Phantom Menace (see #1).
3. Hates movie sequels.
4. Hates movie prequels.
5. Hates medleys.
6. Hates child prodigy singers and actors.
7. Hates Valentine’s Day or at least the
fact that it is so close to Christmas.
8. Hates Grandparent’s Day.
9. Hates backseat drivers.
10. Hates the prostate exam.
everybody?

But, doesn’t

11. Hates peeps.
12. Hates military bands because, “Trained
killers shouldn’t be playing the Tuba.”
13. Really hates Groundhog Day.
14. Likes sleeping under stuff (sinks, desks,
etc.).
15. Likes brightly colored shirts,

especially bright green.
16. Loves chicken.
17. Loves white shoes.
18. Loves the Bob Dylan Christmas album.
19. Is generally at war with technology
(doom and gloom Greg).
20. Refuses to participate in social media
(Facebook, Twitter).
21. Is prone to throw fits at a moment’s
notice.
22. Skeptical of NASA’s Apollo program.
23. Frequently listens to Coast to Coast AM.
24. Fascinated by people who claim to have
seen UFO’s or Bigfoot.
25. Refuses to recognize Randy Jackson as a
former member of Journey.
26. Believes Paula Abdul can’t sing.
27. Refuses to recognize Rick as the
greatest DL in the history of Oxford High
School.
28. Can’t keep his opinions to himself (also
known as Rude Tourette’s or RT).
29. Believes birthdays shouldn’t be

celebrated after age 16 (no parties, no
gifts, etc.).
30. Believes the birthdays of dead people
shouldn’t even be mentioned.
31. Is a library of useless pop culture
knowledge, especially ‘70s and ‘80s music,
TV and movies.
32. Knows who Buddy Hinton and Warren Malany
were (see #31).
33. Prone to appearing in embarrassing
photos (the cruise photo, Bubba’s butt on
web cam, etc.)
34. Fascinated with competitive eating.
35. Believes second-term inaugurations are a
waste of time. “You know that oath, you’re
still on it!”
36. Is considered “Redneck Sexy” by some
women.
37. Becomes nervous when Don Juan shows up.
38. Fascinated with midget wrestling.
39. Fascinated with the Jesco White family.

